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Abstract: High voltage direct current (HVDC) technology has begun to gather a high degree of interest
in the last few decades, showing a fast evolution of achievable voltage levels, transfer capacities, and
transmission lengths. All these changes occurred in a context in which power system applications
are highly dependent on HVDC technologies such as energy generation from renewable sources
(e.g., energy generated in offshore wind power plants), power exchanges between asynchronous
networks, submarine cables, and long-length transmission overhead lines have become more common
worldwide. This paper tries to summarize the current state of HVDC technologies, both voltage-
source converters and current-source converters, the main components of converter substations,
control strategies, key challenges arising from their use, as well as the future prospects and trends
of HVDC applications. This paper represents the first step in setting the background information
for analyzing the impact of a VSC-HVDC connection on the stability of the Romanian transmission
network during steady-state and dynamic operation.

Keywords: applications of HVDC transmission systems; control strategies; technology

1. Introduction

The electrical industry is marked by a great “battle” between direct current (DC) and
alternating current (AC) solutions. With the increase in energy demand, and therefore in
energy generation, more and more matters have been registering to the use of AC solutions.
For example, there are great difficulties in increasing the voltage level of submarine cables
(and therefore their ability to transfer high power).

Also, the existence of high generation capacity hydroelectric projects under devel-
opment in areas of exploitation remote from consumption has become a problem for the
classical application of power transmission by using alternating current (transmission of
energy at AC over long distances raises issues in terms of static stability and increases total
power losses) [1].

At the current moment, the following are the two main high voltage direct current
(HVDC) technologies: line-commutated converters (LCC), also known as current-source
converters (CSC) using thyristors, and voltage-source converters (VSC)-HVDC, using IGBT
transistors, both are suitable for a wide range of applications [1].

For long-distance and high-capacity transmission links, CSC-HVDC technology has
both higher efficiency and a higher power transfer capacity than classical AC solutions.

In the case of power transmission from offshore power plants or from other remote
areas with limited space, VSC-HVDC is the preferable technology, bringing great active
and reactive power control capabilities.

The modern form of HVDC systems uses technologies developed extensively in
the 1930s (mercury-arc valves) in Sweden and Germany. Prior commercial applications
included an HVDC system in the Soviet Union in 1951 between Moscow and Kashira and a
100 kV, 20 MW link between the island of Gotland and mainland Sweden in 1954 [1].
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Thyristor valves have been used for the first time in HVDC applications since the
1970s. Many of the limitations of mercury-arc technology have been removed. The first
LCC-HVDC commissioned was the Eel River Converter Station in Canada, in 1972 [2].

An improved solution to the thyristor valves were the IGBT valves used in voltage
source converters. In 1999 ABB commissioned the first commercial VSC-HVDC connection
between the islands of Gotland and continental Sweden, consisting of submarine cables
with a rated capacity of 50 MW, and a rated voltage of ±80 kV [3,4].

Figure 1 shows the evolution of power electronics, from mercury-arc to IGBT transis-
tors, in parallel with HVDC converter development [5].
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HVDC technology has a bright future. Several new technologies are rapidly de-
veloping (e.g., modular multilevel converters—MMC, cascaded two-level converters—
CTL, hybrid VSC-CSC links) in order to meet the increasing requirements of modern
power systems.

The objective of this contribution is to provide a qualitative overview and assessment
of current applications and future trends in HVDC. In order to classify the key publications,
the databases have been explored, articles from journals and conference proceedings
have been analyzed, by applying questions, metadata, titles, abstracts, and keywords.
With the focus of better understanding the most effective strategies to implement HVDC
technologies in power transmission systems, different concepts, advantages, and barriers
are investigated together with a qualitative analysis of the most innovative and interesting
technical solutions.

The methodology of our contribution has followed four main steps, and the results
have been clustered into the following categories: (1) an updated qualitative overview of
the current state of HVDC technology (considering the most recent developments for the
identified five main areas of applications and four common types of HVDC link topology);
(2) an overview of the theoretical background on the main components of HVDC converter
substation, methods, and control strategies; (3) an overview of key challenges arising from
the use of HVDC technology and the following several issues that need to be addressed
properly: DC circuit breaker solutions, reliability and maintenance of HVDC conversion
substations, and multi-terminal HVDC system operation; (4) a qualitative overview of
some of the most successful trends and future applications of HVDC transmission systems
and a personal perspective on future developments of HVDC technologies.

In the rest of the paper, the abbreviations and terms presented in Table 1 will be used.
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Table 1. A list of abbreviations and terms used in the paper.

Term Meaning

HVDC High-Voltage Direct Current
DC Direct Current
AC Alternative Current
LCC (CSC) Line-Commutated Converter (Current-Source Converter)
VSC Voltage-Source Converter
MMC Modular Multi-Level Converter
CTL Cascaded Two-Level Converter
GW Gigawatt
IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
BJT Bipolar Junction Transistor
MOSFET Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor
GTO Gate Turn-Off Thyristor
IGCT Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor
OHL Overhead Line
B2B Back-to-Back
CB Circuit Breaker
SSCB Solid-State Circuit Breakers
SCC Short Circuit Current
UFD Ultra-Fast Disconnector
LCS Load Commutation Switch
FEU Forced Energy Utilization
FACTS Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System
MTDC Multi-Terminal DC Links
PLL Phase-Locked Loop
RPV Reactive Power Control Loop
AVC Active Voltage Control Loop
APC Active Power Control Loop
CCR Constant Current Characteristic Rectifier
CCI Constant Current Characteristic Inverter
CIA Constant Ignition Angle (α)
CEA Constant Extinction Angle (γ)
UGC Underground Cables
XLPE Cross-Linked Polyethylene Cable
CB Circuit Breaker
SM Submodule

2. Main Areas of HVDC Applications

HVDC technology has gradually gained worldwide popularity. The use of DC links, to
the detriment of AC classical solutions, is justified by several advantages (e.g., active power
control, higher transfer capacities, no reactive power, longer transmission possible lengths,
and lower active power losses) in some cases being the only feasible technology [6,7].

The main areas of HVDC applications include:

- Long-distance power transmission lines;
- Submarine cable transmission (connections with lengths greater than 50 km usually

used for offshore wind power plants power evacuation);
- Interconnection of systems that operate asynchronously;
- Multi-terminal HVDC systems.

• Long-distance bulk power transmission

In some cases, when high powers (of the order of GWs) have to be carried over long
lengths (lengths that exceed the critical distance, which at the moment is in the order of
hundreds of kilometers) HVDC transmission systems represent a cheaper and more efficient
alternative in terms of investment costs and power losses to classical AC technologies [8,9].

At the current moment, the longest HVDC transmission overhead line and the highest
transfer capacity link is the “Changji-Guquan Link” (CSC–HVDC) from China [10], with
a total transfer capacity of 12 GW (1100 kV) and a total length of 3324 km. Figure 2
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shows the advantages of HVDC technologies used for long-distance links in terms of total
investment costs.
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• Submarine Cable Transmission

HVDC technology is suitable for transporting power through submarine cables, mostly
when the distance is greater than 50 km. The HVDC cables do not have the main physical
restrictions of classical AC cables, which due to the reactive power component and the
capacitive currents have a lowered total active power transfer capacity [11]. Although
the reactive component can be compensated by using shunt reactors, this is difficult to
implement for submarine cables.

In the case of submarine interconnections between networks operating asynchronously
or offshore wind power generation transmission from remote places, the preferred solution
is using VSC-HVDC technology, which brings several advantages, such as low space
requirements and highly flexible active and reactive power control capabilities [12]. The
longest up-to-date power transmission HVDC submarine cable is associated with the
“NorNed Link” [13], between Norway and Netherlands, with a total length of 580 km and
a total transfer capacity of 700 MW.

• Asynchronous Ties

Interconnections between networks that operate asynchronously can be made by using
HVDC technologies.

The main purposes of these links are the following: to improve safety in operation
(power exchange through the interconnection can be precisely controlled, improving system
stability), to provide additional active power reserves and emergency assistance for neigh-
boring systems, and to satisfy other economic aspects (power exchange contracts) [14,15].

Most of the time, asynchronous ties use the HVDC back-to-back (B2B) configuration
topology, which doesn’t require a transmission cable or overhead line, thus reducing the
total cost of the link. Another advantage of back-to-back connections is that they do
not propagate failures from one network to another (for example, a cascading blackout
phenomenon) [14,15].

The “Gaoling B2B Interconnection”, connecting the 500 kV North China and Northeast
China grids [16], is the back-to-back converter interconnection with the largest capacity
in the world. Phase I, commissioned in 2008, of the project consists of a bipolar ±500 kV,
1500 MW link.

• Offshore Wind Power Plant Transmission

For transporting the energy produced in the offshore wind power plants located
in remote areas away from the mainland, the most suitable HVDC-type technology is
represented by VSC–HVDC.

The independent control capabilities of both active and reactive power flow, the ability
of “black-start”, as well as low ground footprint allow VSC–HVDC technology to operate
in isolated environments, such as on offshore platforms [17,18].
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At the moment, the most representative offshore wind power plants’ transmission
HVDC links are located in the North Sea [19,20] (having the main purpose of injecting
energy into the German Power System):

- DolWin 1 (2015—800 MW), DolWin 2 (2015—900 MW), DolWin 3 (2018—900 MW);
- BorWin 1 (2009—400 MW), BorWin 2 (2015—800 MW), BorWin 3 (2019—900 MW);
- HelWin 1 (2015—576 MW), HelWin 2 (2015—690 MW);
- SylWin 1 (2015—864 MW).

• Multi-Terminal HVDC Systems

Given the advantages brought by the current two-terminal HVDC connections in car-
rying a large amount of power whilst providing advanced power flow control capabilities,
it is necessary, especially in the context of the increasing number of interconnected power
systems and offshore wind power plants, to develop MTDC systems (multi-terminal-DC
systems) [21].

Within an MTDC connection, the HVDC converters can be operated by turn either
as an inverter or as a rectifier, thus being able to control the power flow inside the DC
network [22].

At the current moment, some of the most important MTDC interconnections world-
wide are represented by the following:

- MTDC Italy–Corsica–Sardinia (SACOI–CSC-HVDC-1992)—three terminals (200/50/200MW);
- MTDC Quebec-New England (1992—CSC-HVDC)—five terminals (2250/2139/690/1800MW);
- MTDC Nanao (China, 2013—VSC-HVDC)—three terminals (200/100/50MW);
- MTDC Zhoushan (China, 2014—VSC-HVDC)—five terminals (400/300/100/100/100 MW).

3. Types of HVDC Links Topology

For connecting two networks or systems, various types of HVDC links are used.
Usually, HVDC topologies are classified into the following main four types.

3.1. Monopolar Links

Monopolar links, Figure 3, are most suitable in the case of power transmission over
long distances, especially in the particular case of long submarine cables. An HVDC
monopolar link with a ground return conductor represents the most feasible solution in
terms of cost reduction. In some cases, there are infrastructure or environmental restrictions
preventing the use of a ground return. In these cases, it is necessary to adopt a dedicated
metallic return conductor, resulting in increased costs and losses [23,24].
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3.2. Bipolar Links

A bipolar link is a mix of two independent monopoles. The most important aspect
of bipolar normal operation is that, through the return conductor, there is an imbalance
current as small as possible. This type of configuration applies in cases where the transfer
capacity of a monopolar connection is insufficient, as well as in cases where it is desired to
increase power supply security [25,26].

In the event of a fault at the level of one of the poles, or in the case of maintenance
work, the other pole can carry up to 50% of the total transfer capacity of the bipolar link.
Another advantage of a bipolar connection compared to the alternative solution of using
two independent monopolar connections is the lower loss level (the existence of a single
return conductor).

• Bipolar Link with Ground Return Path

This type of connection, Figure 4, is commonly used for bipolar links, with a number
of advantages, such as a high degree of flexibility in operation in cases of low transfer
capacity available during network contingencies or maintenance work. In the case of a
fault on a single pole, the power flow associated with the unaffected pole is taken over by
the return ground path, the defective pole being isolated [25,26].
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• Bipolar Link with Dedicated Metallic Return Path

If there are permanent or temporary restrictions on the use of electrodes for creating
the ground return path, or if the transmission distance is relatively short, a dedicated
metallic return conductor, Figure 5, can be used in order to achieve a return path [25,26].
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3.3. Back-to-Back Links

“Back-to-Back” (B2B) links, Figure 6, are characterized by the fact that both the inverter
and the rectifier are located in the same building. These types of links are mainly used
for the interconnection of two AC networks that operate asynchronously or at different
frequencies. Also, “back-to-back” links can be used inside a network in order to control the
power flow between different areas of it [27,28].
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3.4. Homopolar Links

Homopolar links, Figure 7, are similar to bipolar links, but compared to the former,
both independent poles have the same polarity (usually negative) and always work using
a metal or ground return conductor. Additionally, in the case of homopolar links, the poles
work independently in parallel, thus reducing the costs associated with insulation [29].
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4. Main Components of HVDC Substations and Control Strategies
4.1. Main Components of HVDC Converter Substations

The AC network is connected to the HVDC converter station by a converter busbar,
represented by one or more typical AC busbars, to which the converter is connected. [30,31].

• The main types of equipment associated with the AC part of the converter substation
include the following [31]: AC-OHL/UGC; busbar system/systems; AC switchgear
(disconnector switchers/circuit breakers); conversion power transformers; measuring in-
struments AC (voltage/current transformers); AC harmonic filters; AC shunt capacitors.

The DC part of the converter substation is connected to the AC part by using a
converter (VSC or CSC type) located within the building/room of the converter valves.
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• The main pieces of equipment associated with the DC part of the converter substation
include the following [31]: DC-OHL/UGC (usually XLPE cable in case of VSC tech-
nology); DC harmonic filters; phase reactor (VSC-HVDC); DC capacitor (VSC-HVDC);
smoothing reactor; measuring instruments DC (voltage/current transformers); DC
switchgear (disconnector switchers/circuit breakers);

In Figure 8, the basic structure of an HVDC substation in the case of CSC-HVDC is
presented, and in Figure 9 the basic structure of VSC-HVDC is presented [31–35].
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Table 2. A list of symbols and terms used in the paper.

Term Meaning

Pd Active power on DC link
Pdr Active power at the level of rectifier
Pdi Active power at the level of inverter
Ud DC voltage on DC link
Udr DC voltage at the level of rectifier
Udi DC voltage at the level of inverter
Id Current through the DC link
Rcr Commutation resistance at the level of rectifier
Rci Commutation resistance at the level of inverter
RL Resistance of the DC link
Xkr Short-circuit reactance at the level of rectifier
Xki Short-circuit reactance at the level of inverter
Udr DC voltage at the level of rectifier
Udi DC voltage at the level of inverter
α Ignition angle
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Table 2. Cont.

Term Meaning

γ Extinction angle
Iref Reference current (DC side)
Uref Reference voltage (AC Side)
Pref Reference active power (AC Side)
Qref Reference reactive power (AC Side)
∆Im Current margin
I0r Reference current value rectifier
I0i Reference current value inverter
P Active power at the AC side of HVDC Link
Q Reactive power at the AC side of HVDC Link
U1 Voltage level at the AC side—node 1 of HVDC Link
U2 Voltage level at the AC side—node 2 of HVDC Link
θ Voltage phase angle between the two AC nodes
X X the reactance of the line between the two AC nodes
Lc Phase—reactor inductance of the VSC
idq Current associated with the converter (in the d-q plane)
udq Voltage associated with the VSC converter control loop
∆P Small changes of active power at the level of the converter station
∆Q Small changes of reactive power at the level of the converter station
U0f Converter station AC filter voltage level
∆icd Small changes of the current in the d axis at the level of the converter station.
∆icq Small changes of the current in the q axis at the level of the converter station.
vrefd Reference voltages in d axis
vrefq Reference voltages in q axis
ωt Angular speed
Sd Commutation device switch (dissipation device)
Rd Impedance of the dissipation device
Sc Commutation device switch (commutating device)
Zc Impedance of the commutating device
Vb Counter-voltage
id Current through the DC circuit breaker before the commutation process
RV Surge arrester resistance
vpa,b,c Voltage drops over the submodules of the positive pole (MMC)
ipa,b,c Currents through the submodules of the positive pole (MMC)
vna,b,c Voltage drops over the submodules of the negative pole (MMC)
ina,b,c Currents through the submodules of the negative pole (MMC)

4.2. CSC-HVDC Control Methods and Strategies

One of the main characteristics of HVDC technology is the ability to control the active
power flow, both in terms of magnitude and direction. The flow of the active power can be
controlled either by changing the DC voltage Ud or the DC current Id associated with the
DC link [36–38].

Figure 10 shows the operating modes of the LCC converter either as an inverter
or rectifier.

Usually, in a CSC-HVDC, connection the converter substation operating as an inverter
controls the DC voltage Ud, keeping it at a constant value (and strongly related to the
value of the AC voltage), and the converter substation acting as a rectifier regulates the DC
voltage so that the current Id flowing through the DC link corresponds to the active power
Pd [39,40].

The active power on the DC line always flows from the positive voltage converter
pole with the higher value to the positive voltage converter pole with the lower value, and
similarly for the negative poles of the connection.
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The active power (Pd) transferred by the HVDC connection is equal to the product
between the DC voltage (Ud) and the current (Id); therefore, the magnitude of the power
on the DC link can be increased either by increasing the voltage provided by the rectifier or
by decreasing the voltage from the inverter (by varying the thyristor firing angle values).

Pdr = UdrId (1)

Pdi = UdiId = Pdr − (RL + Rcr − Rci)I2
d (2)

Id =
Udr − Udi

RL
; Rcr =

3Xkr
π

; Rci =
3Xki
π

(3)

Pdr, Pdi—active power at the level of rectifier and inverter;
Udr, Udi—DC voltage at the level of rectifier and inverter;
Id—current through the DC link;
Rcr, Rci—commutation resistance at the level of rectifier and inverter;
RL—resistance of the DC link;
Xkr, Xki—short-circuit reactance at the level of rectifier and inverter.

The direction of the active power transferred by the HVDC connection is reversed
by changing the polarity of the terminal’s voltages. A particular aspect of CSC–HVDC
operation is the fact that Id doesn’t change its direction.

In Figure 11 the ideal voltage–current characteristics of the two converters (rectifier
and inverter) are presented. Ud and Id can be measured at the same point on the DC line.
The characteristics of the inverter and the rectifier are made based on the measurements at
the rectifier [39,40].

Both the inverter and the rectifier are equipped with a fast current regulator, with
a reference value of I0i for the inverter and I0r for the rectifier (I0i is smaller than I0r),
Figure 12a. The value ∆Im = I0r − I0i is called the current margin, and it has a value of
0.1–0.15 p.u. of the desired DC current value.
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The CSC-HVDC converters have the following operating domains [39,40]:

• CCR—constant-current characteristic rectifier
• CCI—constant-current characteristic inverter
• CIA—constant ignition angle (α)
• CEA—constant extinction angle (γ)

In the case of most CSC-HVDC systems, each of the converters can operate either as a
rectifier or as an inverter; therefore, a combined characteristic can be analyzed.

Under normal operating conditions, the rectifier controls the direct current Id, and the
inverter controls the direct voltage Ud, resulting in CCR operating mode (constant current
obtained by the rectifier).

4.3. VSC-HVDC Control Methods and Strategies

The main control methods used in VSC-HVDC systems are the “power angle” control
strategy and “vector current” control strategy [41].
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4.3.1. “Power Angle” Control Strategy

“Power angle” control, also called “voltage angle”, is probably the most direct method
possible for controlling VSC-HVDC links. A simplified control scheme usually used for
this strategy is presented in Figure 13 [41–43].
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The “power angle” method is based on the following well-known equations [41–43]:

P =
U1U2sinθ

X
(4)

Q =
U2

1 − U1U2cosθ
X

(5)

where P and Q are the active power and the reactive power, respectively, at the level of two
AC nodes with the associated voltages U1 and U2;

θ and X are the voltage phase angle and the reactance of the line between the two AC
nodes, respectively.

The basic principle of the “power angle” control method is the following: the active
power is controlled by changing the phase angle θ of the voltage associated with the VSC-
HVDC connection, while the reactive power is controlled by changing the magnitude of
the voltage of the VSC-HVDC connection [41–43].

In order to produce the tri-phase alternating voltage, the VSC-type device needs the
following three control variables: magnitude, the phase angle, and the AC frequency. By
using the “power angle” control method, the three variables are given by three different
control loops, plus an additional synchronization loop, as follows [41–43]:

• RPC (reactive power control)
• AVC (active voltage control)
• APC (active power control)
• PLL (phase-locked loop)

4.3.2. “Vector Current” Control Strategy

The “vector-current” control strategy consists of controlling the current associated
with the VSC–HVDC converter station. It was first used in variable speed drives, where
the VSC is connected to an AC motor [41–43].

In the case of VSC-HVDC-type connections, the “vector-current” control strategy
consists of the independent control of the active and reactive power by means of the
following cascaded loops: external control loops and the inner current control loop.
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The essence of vector current control is that the control system creates a converter
d-q frame, where a PLL is applied to make sure that the d-axis of the converter d-q frame
is always aligned with the filter bus voltage in order to synchronize the VSC with the
AC system.

The principle of the method is based on the equations of the dynamic operation of
the phase reactor associated with the VSC-HVDC connection, resulting by application the
Kirchhoff equations in the d-q plane. The mathematical relationship between active and
reactive power and current results from the decomposition in the two components of axis
d and q, as follows [41–43]:

Lc
didq

dt
= udq − ufdq − jωLcicdq (6)

{
∆P = U0

f∆icd
∆Q = −U0

f∆icq
(7)

Lc—phase - reactor inductance of the VSC;
idq—current associated with the converter (in the d-q plane);
udq—voltage associated with the VSC converter control loop;
∆P, ∆Q—small changes of active/reactive power at the level of the converter station;
U0

f—converter station AC filter voltage level;
∆icd, ∆icq—small changes of the current in the d and q axis, respectively, at the level of the
converter station.

Compared to the “power angle”-type control method, which uses as input quantities
∆V, θv, andωt, by means of which the three-phase reference voltages of the VSC-HVDC
converter are generated, the “vector current” control method works in a similar fashion,
using as inputs the reference voltages in axis d and q are as follows: vrefd, vrefq, and
ωt [41–43].

Figure 14 shows a simplified control scheme of the “vector current” control strategy
applied to a VSC-HVDC converter station:
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Therefore, the implementation of a “vector current” control strategy is more complex
than the “power angle” strategy, but it manages to cover the shortcomings of the latter,
being able to attenuate the resonances in the AC system and better limit the currents
associated with the converter valves.

The main disadvantage of the vector control system is the difficulty of implementation
in a weak AC network [44,45].
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5. Key Challenges Arising from the Use of HVDC Systems

The use of HVDC technology creates several issues, which need to be properly addressed.

5.1. DC Circuit Breaker Solutions

The main issue regarding the implementation of circuit breakers (CB) in DC circuits is
that there is no natural passage of fault current through zero, as in the case of classical AC
systems. In DC circuits, the fault current can be brought to zero only by applying a higher
counter voltage (Vb) than the operating voltage of the system [46].

A second problem is the need to dissipate a large amount of energy stored in the
inductor of the DC line.

In order to solve those issues, a typical DC breaker arrangement is equipped with
two additional circuits besides the main circuit breaker, an energy-absorbing circuit, and a
commutating circuit, see Figure 15 [47,48].
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Figure 15. Typical DC circuit breaker arrangement.

At the current moment, the main types of HVDC circuit breakers topologies are
the following.

5.1.1. Electromechanical Circuit Breaker

Electromechanical circuit breakers, Figure 16, can be passive or active. Passive tech-
nology is older, developed for LCC–HVDC systems.
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Figure 16. Electromechanical circuit breaker (a) passive, (b) active.

Electromechanical CBs are characterized by large dimensions and masses, as well as a
slow response to the opening of the circuit breaker and negligible power losses compared
to other circuit breakers at DC [49].

Due to these disadvantages, interest in the utilization of electromechanical breakers
has been reduced.

5.1.2. Solid-State Circuit Breakers (SSCB)

Solid-state circuit breakers are characterized by a fast response time, low mass, ease of
repair, and maintenance compared to electromechanical circuit breakers.

The main types of solid-state circuit breakers are presented in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Solid-state circuit breaker (a) CB paralleling a surge arrestor, (b) SSCB with a freewheel-
ing diode.

Under normal conditions, current flows from the DC source to the load via the IGBT
in the first kind of SSCB; however, when a fault is detected, the semiconductor shuts off.
This results in a sharp rise in voltage until the surge arrestor begins to conduct. Because
of the surge arrestor’s construction, any voltage higher than the grid voltage is prevented.
The second form of SSCB uses a CB in conjunction with a freewheeling diode to bypass any
reverse voltage impulse, protecting the IGBT against voltage spikes. It also employs the
surge arrestor as an absorbing agent for the heat created during the fault, allowing it to be
dissipated as rapidly as feasible [50–52].

5.1.3. Hybrid Circuit Breaker

Figure 18 shows an example of a hybrid switch that includes both electromechanical
switching devices and solid-state electronics. During normal operation, current flows
through both the ultra-fast disconnector (UFD) switch and the load commutation switch
(LCS), while the main breaker’s current is zero. When a DC fault occurs, the LCS quickly
commutates the current to the main DC breaker, which functions similarly to a solid-state
CB, and the UFD switch opens. The UFD maintains low voltage loss while allowing for
quick switching. The primary DC breaker cuts the electricity when the mechanical switch
is in the open position [53–55].
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Figure 18. Hybrid circuit breaker.

During zero current and low voltage stress, the mechanical switch opens. After
remaining in an open state while the main DC breaker opens, the fast disconnector will be
exposed to the recovery voltage determined by the protection level of the arrester banks
first [53–55].

Among the main developers that came up with improved versions of the hybrid circuit
breaker is ABB. Figure 18 shows the general scheme of a hybrid circuit breaker developed
by ABB [53–55].

5.2. Reliability and Maintenance of HVDC Converter Substations

Given the rapid advancement of power electronics, a growing number of HVDC
projects have been installed across the world. Their reliability and maintenance strategies
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have a direct influence on the system’s service security and, as a result, have a significant
impact on network operation [55]. Figure 19 shows the impact of the various compo-
nents on the forced energy unavailability (FEU) indicator, where it can be seen that the
converter valves take part in two-thirds of the number of forced outages, resulting in a
high requirement for proper maintenance of converter substations, especially converter
valves [56,57].
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Figure 19. FEU—forced energy utilization for LCC–HVDC.

To better understand the impact of HVDC links, CIGRE has completed biannual
reports [58,59] on the reliability and energy utilization of HVDC converter stations.

Figure 20 shows the installation cost breakdown of various components within a
converter substation.
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Figure 20. Installation costs—HVDC converter station.

Recently, the emphasis has been on monitoring the operation of the converters in order
to maintain proper operation. But due to the complexity of power converter structures and
their degradation mechanisms, interpreting the information obtained by this technique
(monitoring) is difficult, especially for non-experts [58,59].
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The main maintenance strategies deployed for HVDC technologies are presented in
Figure 21.
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5.3. Multi-Terminal HVDC System Operation

The operating and control difficulties of MTDC networks are similar to those already
present in existing AC networks.

Figure 22 shows a general example of a VSC-HVDC multi-terminal connection used
to connect several offshore wind power plants.
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Figure 22. VSC-HVDC multi-terminal connection used to connect offshore wind power plants.

Unlike the classic AC networks, where FACTS-type devices are used for power flow
control, in the case of MTDC-type connections, this operation is easier because the control
is performed only through the DC current and voltage. Thus, normally in an HVDC link,
one of the converters (inverter) controls the DC voltage associated with the connection,
while the other (rectifier) controls the active power, and practically, the current flowing
through the DC connection. In order to apply this control principle at the level of MTDC
connections, it is necessary to integrate particular protection and control systems [60,61].

The main differences that must be considered between the different types of HVDC
technologies and their implementation within MTDC networks are the following:

• In a LCC-MTDC configuration, it is absolutely necessary to implement a communi-
cation path between the converters to control the power flow and to coordinate the
change of voltage polarity in the case of a change in power flow direction at one of
the terminals (in the case of LCC-HVDC, DC current flows only in one direction; the
change of power direction is achieved by changing the voltage polarity. In the case of
VSC-HVDC technology, the voltage polarity never changes, allowing current flow in
both directions).

• In a VSC-MTDC configuration, there is no need for communication between terminals;
balancing the power flow is achieved by monitoring the system voltage. Therefore,
VSC-HVDC technology is better suited for MTDC connections.
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6. Future Trends and Applications of HVDC Transmission Systems
6.1. Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) HVDC

MMC technology was first proposed for HVDC applications in 2003 by Professor
Rainer Marquardt, with the first commercial project to use it being the “Trans Bay Cable”
in San Francisco. At the moment, the most common technology used in VSC converters is
represented by MMC (Modular Multilevel Converter) [62].

In Figure 23, the basic MMC topology for both “half-bridge” and “full-bridge” struc-
tures is presented.
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Similar to two-level (VSC) and six-pulse (CSC) converters, an MMC converter consists
of six valves arranged so that each connects an AC terminal to a DC terminal. However,
unlike in the two-level converter, where each valve effectively consists of a high voltage
switch consisting of a large number of IGBT devices connected in series, in the case of the
MMC converter, each valve is an independent VSC source. Each MMC valve consists of a
number of submodules, each containing its own storage capacitor. In the most common
form, called the “half-bridge”, each submodule contains two IGBT devices connected in
series with each other and with the capacitor, with the midpoint and one of the capacitor
terminals forming the output connection of the submodule [63,64].

Another alternative that replaces the “half-bridge” MMC submodules is the “full-
bridge submodules”, which contain four IGBTs in an H-type arrangement. The full-
bridge configuration allows the insertion of the submodule capacitor into a circuit on
each polarity. This gives additional flexibility in the control of the converter, which can
block the fault current that may occur in the event of a short circuit between the positive
and negative terminals of the terminals at DC (operation is impossible with other VSC
configurations) [65].

6.2. Cascaded Two-Level (CTL) HVDC

An alternative to the MMC converter, proposed by one of the manufacturers, consists
of connecting several IGBT devices in series on each of the two switches of the submodule.

Each phase leg of the CTL converter is divided into the following two arms: positive
and negative, which respectively connect the positive and negative poles of the DC bus to
the converter’s AC bus. Each arm is built as a cascade of N two-level-converter cells.

The cascaded two-level cells in each arm are controlled to provide a fundamental-
frequency output voltage, related to the desired active- and reactive-power output, through
switching of the individual cells.

Functionally, it is approximately equivalent to the half-bridge MMC in all respects
except for harmonic distortion, which is more pronounced in the case of CTL, but low
enough so that it doesn’t require additional filters [66].
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Figure 24 shows the topology of the CTL converter deployed by ABB [66–69].
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6.3. Classical Hybrid VSC-CSC HVDC Links

A super-network is currently being planned in Europe, in which the transmission
systems will play a vital role. Figure 25 shows a hybrid VSC-CSC HVDC link.
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An important number of VSC-HVDC connections have already been made and imple-
mented in Europe, but the high cost of this technology could slow down the development
of an interconnected super-network.

In this context, HVDC manufacturers are investing in cost reduction solutions by
using only a low-level power electronics component, especially in the case of integrating
VSC-HVDC systems into offshore wind power plants.

HVDC hybrid systems, Figure 25, containing both LCC and VSC converters, are an
alternative that combines the following advantages of both conversion technologies: lower
investment costs and power losses in the case of LCC technologies, and the flexibility and
advanced control capabilities of active and reactive power flow of VSC technology [70–73].

6.4. Recent HVDC Innovations and Developments

Some of the recent innovations in HVDC technologies consist of new types of HVDC
topologies, converter technologies, and the use of HVDC technologies in order to optimize
network operation.

6.4.1. New VSC- HVDC Bipolar Topologies

• Pseudo-bipolar HVDC link

In a pseudo-bipolar HVDC transmission system, the HVDC cables are linked to only
one converter at each ending terminal. As illustrated in Figure 26, the two-level or three-
level converter types VSC-HVDC are grounded by a capacitor, although the MMC converter
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type VSC doesn’t need to be grounded via a capacitor. The earth point is located between
the positive and negative lines of the converter in the pseudo bipolar HVDC transmission
system, with no direct current passing via the ground point but returning through the
negative cable (Figure 26). In the case of unavailability, one of the DC cables fails, and the
other cable becomes inoperable too [74].
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• True bipolar HVDC link

Each direct current DC cable of a true bipolar HVDC transmission system is linked
to an individual converter. The earth point of the true bipolar HVDC system is fixed at a
single position in each station, as indicated in Figure 27.
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It provides independent control for the positive and negative poles and the following
features when compared to the pseudo bipolar VSC-HVDC:

(1) The positive-pole and negative-pole networks operate independently. This topol-
ogy allows the system to function in both an asymmetric true bipolar mode and an asym-
metric mode, in which the current flowing through the positive pole network is greater
than the current flowing through the negative pole network.

(2) Increased reliability. For the positive-pole and negative-pole networks, the true
bipolar VSC-MTDC contains two independent converters. When a contingency occurs or
routine maintenance is performed on the DC side of a single pole, only one pole is impacted,
while the other pole can continue to work properly; therefore, half of the capacity of the
link can still be transmitted [74].

• Hybrid bipolar HVDC link

When the pseudo and true bipolar HVDC transmission systems are combined, a
hybrid bipolar HVDC system topology emerges, as illustrated in Figure 28. However,
for large-scale renewable power integration via MTDC transmission systems, more re-
search is required on the control strategy and topology of the bipolar MTDC transmission
system [74].
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Figure 28. Hybrid bipolar HVDC transmission system.

6.4.2. Flexible LCC Converter

Flexible LCCs use a controllable capacitor to enhance LCC characteristics, resulting
in improved harmonic filtering and a significant reduction of the HVDC station footprint.
Furthermore, commutation failure can be eliminated with a lower voltage rating and
capacitance of the controllable capacitors (compared with traditional LCCs). Figure 29
illustrates a type of six-pulse flexible LCC topology [74].
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6.4.3. Use of VSC-HVDC for Voltage Stabilization and Transient Stabilization

VSC-HVDC has grown in popularity in recent years as a means of improving the
stability of current AC grids. Voltage and frequency instabilities, power swings, and
transients are the main potential sources of instabilities in AC grids.

To prevent this from happening or to suppress it all together, a range of methods
are used, such as imposing operating constraints on transmission capacity or installing
phase-modifying equipment.

Moreover, many locations, particularly those suitable for large renewable energy
projects, are prone to instability due to vulnerabilities in existing local grids and a lack of
short-circuit capacity, implying that increased renewable penetration frequently necessitates
additional measures to address these instabilities. Installation of VSC-HVDC at such sites
can assist in stabilizing the local grid in addition to offering a mechanism to transport
renewable energy to demand regions. In [75] a means of voltage control is presented with a
visual example. Voltage fluctuations are reduced when the AC voltage is controlled in this
manner [75].

7. Conclusions

This paper reviews the current state of HVDC technology and the recent developments
seen in HVDC converter topologies. In conclusion, it identifies the following key technical
challenges of the main aspects of HVDC technology:

• The most used applications of HVDC technologies are summarized as the following:
long-distance bulk power transmission, submarine cable transmission, asynchronous
ties, offshore wind power plant transmission, and multi-terminal HVDC systems;
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• At the moment, the main types of HVDC topologies used are the monopolar link,
bipolar link (both with metallic return conductor or ground return path), back-to-back
link, and homopolar link;

• The primary components of the HVDC converter stations are presented for both
VSC technology (particularly the use of phase reactor and DC capacitors) and CSC
technology (particularly the use of DC and AC filters);

• The main control strategies and U-I characteristics used for CSC-HVDC control are
summarized (CCR, CCI, CIA, and CEA). Also, the main strategies for VSC-HVDC
(power angle and vector control strategies) are presented with the associated active and
reactive power control loops and the PLL loop (phase-locked loop) implementation;

• Furthermore, the following series of key challenges arising from the use of HVDC
technologies are discussed: DC circuit breaker solutions (the main types of existing
circuit breakers are as follows: electromechanical, solid-state, and hybrid circuit
breakers are presented), reliability and maintenance of HVDC converter substation,
multi-terminal operation;

• The study also takes a look at the future trends and applications of HVDC tech-
nologies such as MMC, CTL converters, hybrid implementation of HVDC links,
new types of bipolar topologies, and network stability improvement applications
of HVDC technology;

Future Considerations and Developments:

HVDC technology will play a more important role for increased implementation
of renewable energy and enhancement of the security and reliability in complex opera-
tional conditions.

- One of the challenges of VSC-HVDC technology that needs to be addressed in the
near future is increasing the transfer capacity of the cables. At the moment, supercon-
ducting cables are being researched in order to achieve a transfer capacity higher than
3 GW, which will make VSC-HVDC a viable option for bulk power transmission.

- Seeing the increase in renewables in modern networks, another challenge related to
power system stability that will be addressed by the implementation of VSC-HVDC
links is the synthetic inertia and fast frequency support. Modern converters must have
a control system calibrated in order to respond as fast as possible to the changes in the
AC network;

- Considering an increase in the spread of the use of HVDC technology, the reliability
of the power electronics devices needs to be improved. One of the technologies that
will enable us to improve the reliability of HVDC systems is condition and health
monitoring, which will improve the estimation of the state-of-health and end-of-life of
the power electronic devices;

- In order to reduce the cost of the converters and also improve the reliability and
conduction losses, SiC semiconductor technology (Silicon-Carbide-Based) should
be implemented in future HVDC projects. At the moment, SiC technology is being
researched for HVDC systems.

At the moment, in the National Power System (NPS) of Romania, there is no HVDC
connection implemented, but several preliminary feasibility studies have been performed.
Within my research team, we want to analyze the impact of a VSC-HVDC connection on the
stability of the Romanian transmission network, both during the steady-state and dynamic
operation of the system.
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